Introduction
In order for a team of mobile robots to navigate autonomously in some desired formations and further perform cooperative tasks, such as surveillance and target acquisition, they must be able to localize themselves in the formation as well as in a global reference frame [1 ' 2 l Therefore, how to estimate robots' positions and orientations (poses) in a precise and efficient way is of particular interest. Our interest in this paper is localizing a team of heterogeneous robots in twodimensional special Euclidean space SE(2) and localizing targets with information obtained from heterogeneous sensors. Specifically, we are interested in conditions for which all robots in the formation can be localized in the environment. Our localization approach is closely related to those presented by Stroupe et al. [3] in the sense that the robots have access to their teammates sensor data (or some related information) and combine Tel: 1-215-382-3489 this information with that coming from its own sensors. In that paper, the robots use distributed sensing to improve self localization or target localization [1] . The methodologies of both papers of Kaiman filters [2 ' 4] . have presented solutions for the relative multi-robot localization problem by combining information exchanged by the robots using least squares optimization.
Recent literatures use graphs to model sensor networks and cooperative control schemes [5 ' 6] . Results on graph rigidity theory [7_9] can be directly applied to multi-robot systems in R 2 (Refs. [10, 11] ). However, relatively little attention has been paid to networks with bearing observations, which is particularly important for networks of cameras.
This paper presents a different approach for team localization and object tracking in SE(2) based on statistical operators and simple graph searching algorithms. Furthermore, different from the previous approaches, we formulate the problem in such a way that the problem of team localization and object tracking can be solved by the same algorithm. We also show how the advantages related to optimality of previous works can be easily incorporated in our 
Mathematical Modeling
Consider a planar world, W = R 2 , occupied by a rigid polygonal object with m edges and a group R={R\, R2,...,Rn} of η robots or autonomous vehicles. Assume that all sensory information obtained by each robot can be transformed to a reference frame located at the center of that robot. Thus each robot in R can be regarded as a point robot. The configuration of the group R in W can be denoted by its configuration space q = column^,q2,...,qn}e R3n where qt = (pj, #.)T e R3 is a parameterization of SE(2) with pt = ( x z , j z ) T and 07. the absolute position and orientation of the robot 7ζ. To facilitate the localization, we also define a body reference frame, Bt which is located at the z-th robot (see Fig. 2a ). The configuration of R in Bj is #=column (qn, qi 2, qi n), where
the relative position and orientation of the y-th robot in relation to the z-th robot. Similarly, the polygonal object can be described by its corner set 0={0i, 02, ···> Om}where each 0} can be represented either by its configuration Oj=(xp j 7 ) T in W or by Ojj=(Xjp yv) in the body reference frame B}. The physical configurations of the robots coupled with the characteristics of the hardware and the requirements of the sensing and control algorithms dictate a physical network or a formation of η robots in SE (2) . Topologically, this formation can be represented by a directed graph called sensing graph, G = (V, Ε, Ζ, P), where V=(RUO) is a finite set of vertices (See Fig. 3 ). The edge set Ε czVxV consists of edges that represent the presence of measurements (observations). The y-th vertex has an incoming edge from the zth vertex whenever robot Rr can sense robot Rj. By this means, each element ey^E is associated with an element Zy ^ Z. An element z}] is a tuple ( p t j , φϋ), composed by the range and bearing measurements of the jth robot in relation to z-th robot in R's reference frame. Each element zXJ is associated with one element ( σ 2 , ) e Ρ, where σ 2 and are the variances of pt j and φϋ. The representation of range and bearing measurements came naturally from the omnidirectional vision systems used by our robots as sensors. We assume that each robot has an omnidirectional transmitter and receiver and each robot can listen to every other robot. Thus, all robots in the formation can exchange their estimates and localize themselves in a cooperative manner. Note that we do not assume any kind of proprioceptive information such as the robot's velocity and acceleration from any inertial sensors. method. As an example, this paper shows how to incorporate an extended Kaiman filter (EKF) [12'13] to improve object tracking. In the end, to validate our method, we show experimental results obtained with our ClodBuster platform consisting of a group of five car-like autonomous robots (see Fig.l ) equipped with omnidirectional video cameras and an IEEE 802.11b wireless network.
Localizability of Multi-Robot Formations
To consider whether a team of robots can be localized, it is necessary to fuse the information available from different sensors and verify if this information is adequate. For a team of η robots in SE (2), localization is the determination of the 3n coordinates that characterize the robot positions and orientations. Thus, it is necessary to see if 3n independent measurements are available. Since every measurement specifies a constraint on the 3n coordinates, we developed a test of functional independence for all constraints. Accordingly, we define a constraint matrix whose rank will allow us to verify whether the team can be localized.
For each range and bearing measurement, the constraints on the coordinates in frame B l are given by:
Type 2:
A pair of bearing measurements, φ β and </> ik , involving robots Rj and R^ results in the following Type 3 constraint. Type 3:
Finally, any pair of bearing measurements, φ ϋ and involving three robots R h Rj, and Rk, results in the following Type 4 constraint.
\\Pa -PijfWPa -Pik\\
All these constraints can be written in the form:
where L x is a linear combination of measurements, and h is a nonlinear function of the shape variables in some body-fixed reference frame. There are only four types of constraints that can be used to describe the network. All other equations that can be written are functionally dependent on the above constraint equations. By differentiating the four constraint equations, we get expressions describing allowable small changes (equivalently velocities) of the robot coordinates. 
[
where Py ~ Pik
Following this procedure for Μ possible constraints gives an MX 3n matrix for reference frame B,:
dh.
dq K f = -is the constraint matrix for the formation.
Definition 1 A team of η robots in SE(2) is said to be localizable if the 3 η coordinats of the η robots can be estimated in an inertial frame.
Remark 1
Localizability is obviously related to observability in system theory [14] -if a team is localizable over any time interval, the system is completely observable. However, we will use Definition 1 in an instantaneous, static setting, and thus refrain from using system theoretical notation.
Remark 2
We can also require the team to be localized in a relative setting where it is only necessary to estimate 3/7-3 coordinates of n-l robots in a body reference frame.
Theorem 1 A formation of η robots in SE(2) is localizable only if
N=3n-2n g -n b -n r < 0 (11) where n g9 and n x are numbers of measurements made by inertial or global positioning sensors, bearing sensors, and range sensors, respectively.
Proof It is easy to verify that each absolute position measurement made by any global positioning sensor can be directly used to estimate two state variables, and each bearing and range measurement will add at least one constraint on the configuration or shape of the formation. Thus, n g9 global position sensors, /7 b , bearing sensors, and /7 r , range sensors will provide at most 2/7 g +/7b+/7 r independent measurements. Since 3/7 state variables have to be estimated, 2/7 g +/7 b +/7 r must be at least equal to 3/7.
Given a formation of robots with limited sensing capability, Theorem 1 provides a simple necessary condition to easily verify the localizability without considering the formation geometry. Note that additional sensors, such as landmark sensors, compasses, and inertial measurement units (IMUs), can be incorporated into this framework in a straightforward way.
Theorem 2 Consider a formation of η robots in SE (2) 
Proof Any body-fixed description of a formation in SE(2) has a natural group symmetry. Translation of this body-fixed reference frame does not change the configuration q =column{#/i 5 qa, q in } ^ R 3 ". Thus,
there are 3/7-3 free variables that determine the configuration of the formation in B } . Since the rank of Kf determines the number of independent constraints imposed by sensor measurements, we must have rank{Äf}=3/7-3 to estimate the 3/7-3 nonzero variables in q.
The condition in Theorem 1 is only a weak necessary condition. There are other necessary conditions that must be satisfied. We are particularly interested in cases where global positioning capability is not available to most robots. For example, if n g =0 or 1, it follows from Theorem 2 that we need at least one range measurement leading to a Type 1 constraint and n-l pairs of bearing measurements leading to Type 3 constraints. At least one Type 2 constraint must be incorporated. And finally, for localization in an inertial frame, one needs at least one global position estimate (/7 g > 0), and at least one bearing measurement of the landmark (See Fig. 4 ). 
Sensor Data Fusion

Measurements transformation
We have assumed that the variables measured by each robot are target's range and bearing. This representation is very convenient for estimations of robots' orientations but needs to be converted to estimate the robots' positions. Observe that p tj and^ in Fig. 2a can be converted to xy mdy ip which represent robot R/s position in robot R/s body reference frame as:
The Jacobian of the transformation is used to transform the associate covariance matrix of p tj and φ ϋ and obtain a covariance matrix for x XJ and y lj: This is an approximated method that works very well when the variables can be represented by unbiased normal distributions with small standard deviations. We are also assuming that p tj and φ ϋ are independent and consequently we can write the covariance matrix of the robots measurements as Together with x l} and y ip another variable of interest is the robots' relative orientation, θ ϋ . Although it cannot be estimated by a single robot measurement, if two robots exchange their bearing measurements, the relative orientation can be estimated as
and its variance as 2 2 We are also interested in transforming variables measured by one robot to another robot's reference frame. In Fig. 2b , for example, it could be interesting for R l to have the relative position and orientation of Rk even when they cannot sense each other. In this specific situation, Rj can sense Rj which can sense R k . So, we transform R/s measurements to Rfs reference frame.
Assuming that the position and orientation of robot Rk in relation to robot Rj and those of robot Rj in relation to robot Rj, faß, yjh 6 jk ), and (xy, y ip θ ϋ ) are available, the expected values of y^ and 6^, can be computed based on coordinate transformation as:
:X/; +X/,COSÖ// -J^sin^,
Repeating the procedure explained before can obtain the Jacobian matrix of the transformation as where a iJk is a matrix that correlates P tj and P jk .
Measurement combination
By using the Kaiman filter equations for static-state estimation, if two estimates q x and q 2 of the same variable q, are expressed in the same reference frame, and have covariance matrices P\ and P 2 , a better estimate q of q can be obtained as:
where Κ is the Kaiman gain and Ρ is the resulting covariance matrix. It is easy to verify that in the case of independent one-dimensional measurements, these equations reduce to: A closed formula for the weighted least squares method [14] is given by
where Q is the vector of measurements to be combined and W=dmg(P~l P 2
1
... P k l ) is the weight matrix. The covariance matrix of the result is given by
Consider the combination of three one-dimensional measurements. The linear system is posed as (24) and the weighted least squares problem can be solved as 
One can easily verify that Eq. (25) can also be obtained by combining β χ and β 2 using Eq. (21) and then combining the result with β 3 using the same equation. Thus, for linear systems, the recursive application of Eq. (20) and the least squares method is equivalent and provides the same results. However, a drawback of the least squares method in relation to the pairwise Kaiman equations is that there is no explicit formula for the resulting covariance matrix. When this matrix is needed, a recursive method must be used. Some recursive methods have the additional advantage of being more efficient than the direct application of the closed form when the size of the matrices increases.
On the other hand, Eq. (23) cannot be directly applied for nonlinear systems because without initial values of the variables, it is not possible to compute complete linear approximation of the system using the Jacobian. A recursive combination of Eq. (20) is necessary, which assumes that the system is locally linearized around the measurements.
When measurements are made in different frames, the transformation steps discussed in the previous section must be used. However, when linear combinations of the variables of interest are available, they can be used directly in Eq. (23) provided that A is adequately designed.
Dynamic systems
Using the previous equations to combine the robots' measurements implies an optimal estimate of the pose of robots and object in a single snapshot or instance of time. To consider the system dynamics and the physical correlation between the variables, the dynamic version of the Kaiman filter can be used [12 ' 13] . In such a case, other sensor information, such as robots' velocities and accelerations, can be used to improve the state estimation results. We plan to use the nonlinear version of the Kaiman filter to improve the object tracking. The distributed robot-sensor network dynamically can be remodelled as: System model:
Measurement model: z(t) = g(q(t)) + e(t)
where t is the time step, and v(t)~N(0, Q(t)) and e(t)~ 7V(0, E(X)) are vectors of process noise and measurement noise. We assume white, zero-mean, independent noise and hence a diagonal covariance matrix Ε in this paper. arctanCfy/Xj,) 2 2 a r c t a n^/ x , , )
The a priori state estimate at step t+l given knowledge of the process prior to step t+l can be written as:
Ρ (t + l) = F(t)P(t)FJ (0 = β(/)
where
F(t)=Vf(^(t))
is the Jacobian of f(q(t))at each step. Thus, the update of a posteriori state estimate at step t+l based on relative measurements can be represented as:
K(t + l) = Pu(t + l)GT(t + \)S~\t +1)
ij (' + !)= ly (' + !) + + l)[z(i +1) " g(fr" (' +!»]
(31)
where qy (t) and Pt j (t) are the part of q(t) and Ρ(0 which is relative to the state of the z-th and y-th robots, and Sjj is computed as
S..(t +1) = G(t + \)P~(t + + 1)T + E(t +1) (33)
for each pair of robots, and
is the locally linearized approximation of the set of nonlinear functions g(q) at step t + l.
Localization Approach
Our localization approach assumes that each robot has a unique identification (ID) both for communication and sensing. At first, we also assume that object corners have distinct sensing IDs. This assumption can be relaxed if simple heuristics based on pattern classification are used to solve the problem of associating robots measurements. Our approach is centralized in the sense that each robot collects sensing information from other robots and combines this information using its own computational resources via the computational network. Thus, given the previous background, localization in a network of mobile robots can be addressed by combining a series of operations that involve transformations and combinations.
Localization algorithm
Four basic operations are defined in this paper: 1) A transformation from the robots measurements h Pij'tij) t 0 t h e t a r § e t coordinate oXJ = (χϋ,γϋ)
represented here by a superscript t (Eq. (13)); 2) A combination/transformation from the robots measurements ζϋ and Zjj to robot pose qi j=(xij, yi j9 6^), which will be denoted by 66 ° " (Eq. (17) for estimating θ , Eq. (21) for measurement combination, and Eq. (13) for the coordinate transformation); 3) A transformation from the measurements of one robot to another reference frame, that will be denoted by 66 ν " (Eq. (18)); and 4) A combination of two measurements in the same reference frame that will be denoted by " Λ " (Eq. (20)).
Assuming each robot has its own sensing data and the information collected from the other robots organized in a graph similar to the one presented in Fig. 3 , the localization can be performed using the previous operators in a graph searching algorithm similar to the breadth first search (BFS). This algorithm visits, only once, all nodes of a tree by visiting all the nodes at the same depth before going deeper. Here, since we are not considering trees, the nodes can be visited more than once. Thus, if there is more than one path between the root of the graph and a specific node, all these paths will be used. At the first time a vertex is visited, its position is estimated. From then on, each time a node is reached, its previously estimated pose is combined with the pose recently estimated using this new path.
Because a node is allowed to be visited more than once, theoretically, the algorithm could enter in loops. Οίο position is updated with information from R5. The algorithm proceeds until all information is used or a specified graph depth is achieved.
*ki-Xki=PijCos(eki +φϋ)
+ (36) where 6U and φϋ are assumed to be known. The necessity of knowing^ explains the division of the algorithm in two parts. Besides computing the orientations, the first part of the algorithm is responsible for computing the number of robots connected to the computational network and, consequently, for defining the variables to be computed. Some edges are still wasted in this part of the algorithm, what is reasonable under the observation that bearing measurements tend to be much better than the range ones.
Another improvement can be carried out using a dynamic Kaiman filter to estimate the object's position. Because the object is rigid, if a model that relates its corners is used, tracking can be performed even when some corners cannot be seen by the robots. A simple discrete model where the dimensions of the object are not necessarily known is example, the pose of vl can be computed using i mation from v} and the pose of v} can be computed using information from νζ·. To avoid this problem, the original graph is transformed into a direct graph where loops are removed. The new graph is similar to a tree (however, it is not a tree) with the root being the robot chosen as the origin. Loops are avoided by removing edges between robots with the same depth. Because objects do not have measurements, they never create loops and their edges are never deleted. The same occurs with unidirectional edges between two robots. A bidirectional edge between two robots of different depths may also create loops. These situations are avoided because the algorithm treats the graph as a tree and never moves towards the root. Exceptions are made with unidirectional edges that are always followed independently of the direction. Figure 5 shows an example of the derived graph and four steps of the algorithm for the situation presented in Fig. 3 when R4 is the origin. The vertices are shaded gray when their poses are estimated or upgraded. Notice how the edges between R\ and R2 (dotted line) are eliminated to avoid a loop. Observe also that edge e4\=(R4, R\) is used only in the second level of the graph since the absence of e4\ prevents the computation of θ41. After this variable is estimated by another path, e4\ is used to improve x4\ and y4i estimates.
If we use the previous algorithm to localize 09, for example, the sensor combination is expressed using the previously defined operators as
This is actually the combination of R4 s and Rl s local measurements. Because R4 cannot localize R\ directly, an indirect path going through R3 is needed.
One of the issues with the previous algorithm is that some of the edges (such as eu and e2\ in the previous example) are not used in the robots' and object's pose estimation. To avoid wasting useful information, one could divide the algorithm in two parts assuming the robots' orientations and positions can be computed separately. The two parts are: 1) estimation of the robot's orientations using the same algorithm; and 2) estimation of the robots' and targets' positions using a linear weighted least squares method that assumes that the positions of two robots (Rj and Rj) in a third robot 
where vxj and vy 7 are the velocity components of O j , dj and 0. are the size and orientation of the edge between Oj and O j+l , Τ is the sample time, and ω is the object angular velocity. This model considers that the object's velocity components are constant. Since it is not always true, during the filter project, low values must be assigned to the variables that represent the confidence level of the three last lines of the model. Because a nonlinear model is used, an extended Kaiman filter (EKF) is necessary. The measurements used in this filter will be χ and y of each object corner relative to the origin robot. Once the robots' poses are estimated, the transformation in Eqs. (18) and (19) are used to compute the vector of measurements and its covariance. The EKF introduces another step in the algorithm. Thus, the vertices of the graph relative to the object corners must be removed from the localization steps because the measurements' combinations are now performed by the filter.
Centralized X Distributed
While the previous centralized approach works very well for a relatively small group of robots, network issues, such as traffic and delays, and the lack of computational resources in one single robot can pose significant problems when we are considering groups with tens or hundreds of robots. In these cases the use of distributed algorithms becomes mandatory. Then, we want a way to use the same algorithm and reduce both the computation and bandwidth needed by decentralizing part of the processing. In general, mobile robots only need local information to perform a task. Thus, if each robot collects information from its immediate neighbors and combines this data locally, it has information that it needs most of the time. In the case where a robot can listen to every robot in the group (i.e., all robots are within its communication range), it could receive all the data and, for example, localize only the robots located within a certain distance (measured by the depth in the graph) from it. Alternatively, the robot could also be more selective and choose to localize only the robots that can see a given object or location. In this case, the robot will follow only some desirable paths on the graph, changing the algorithm a little bit.
Another way to decentralize processing, which may be useful when ad-hoc networks are used and the robots cannot talk directly to each other, is to localize only the neighboring robots (robots in the communication range). In this situation, the robots do not need to work as routers for communication messages and much bandwidth is preserved. If global information is necessary, a robot can ask one or more of its neighbors for the information (not the raw data) and compute the other robots' (or a specific robots') position using transformations (18) and (19). When real-time estimate is not a constraint, this procedure can be executed recursively until full state information for the whole group is available.
Global localization
Thus far, only relative localization in a body reference frame is considered once each robot computes the position of the others in its own reference frame. When measurements relative to a fixed frame in W are available for the root robot, simple transformations can be used to transform the relative estimates into global coordinates. For example, let p t = (x i ,y i )eR be the absolute location of the body reference point of the robot Rj in relation to a fixed point or a landmark (x L , y/) in the global/inertial reference frame and let Τ be the rotation matrix by 6 i = $ L -φ ι ..+ π , where
. Then giving the transformation T) G SE(2), the absolute configuration of the group R in the global reference frame can be estimated using Eq. (18). When partial information about the root robot Ri is available (x t and y l for example), global information for at least two robots is necessary.
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the previous strategy, we presents localization experiments on a team of five car-like mobile robots equipped with omnidirectional cameras and IEEE 802.11 (See Fig. 1 ) were conducted network. To facilitate the visual processing, each robot and objects' corners are marked with a particular color providing a unique sensor identification for each robot. A calibrated overhead camera with an external computer is used to localize the team in the environment. This external computer also collects sensor information broadcasted within the communication network.
A limitation of our omnidirectional cameras is that their resolution decreases with the distance of the objects. Thus we assume that range data were subject to normally distributed noise with variance proportional to the fourth power of the range for values smaller than 1.5 m, while bearing readings suffered from normally distributed noise of constant variance. Range values greater than 1.5 m were ignored. Figure 6 shows ground-truth data obtained using a calibrated overhead camera, for an experiment in which one robot (R\) moves towards a target that is localized by another robot (^2). This robot needs to localize the target through information broadcasted by the other robots. The dashed circles, which represent the cameras' field of view, show that R\ can basically see one or two robots simultaneously. Figure 6 shows the estimation of R\$ motion in Rq$ reference frame (which coincides with the global reference frame) and Ri's actual trajectory. Figure 7 shows two snapshots of three robots tracking a triangular box using an EKF. R0's reference frame is shown. Robots R\ and R2 are able to see the box corners while R0 is only used to localize the other two. Even though R0 cannot see the box corners, it is able to track the box using information from its teammates. The snapshot of the right shows that when one robot goes blind, the corners covariance increases but the box is still tracked. The last result shows how the robots are globally localized if data from an external calibrated camera is used. Figure 8 shows two images from the external camera to localize the robots in the environment. Localization results in these two configurations plus an intermediary one (Configuration 2), in which R4 can be seen by the camera, are shown in Table 1 . Due to the information from other robots, robots that are not seen by the external camera can still be localized. 
Conclusions
This paper provides a strategy for modeling multirobot formations in SE (2) . Using this graphic model, we have derived the sufficient and necessary conditions for determining a completely localizable formation of mobile robots in SE(2) from distributed camera measurements. This paper also presents a simple and efficient method for localization and tracking in distributed robot-sensor networks in SE(2) through statistical operators and graph searching algorithms. The proposed method for state estimation is scalable with the number of sensors or robots within distributed networks. Experimentally, our localization algorithm has been implemented and extensively used in a large variety of multi-robot tasks that range from object manipulation to sensor deployment.
